
Retreat to the Villas of St. Martin 

The end of the year is near and you’ve worked hard to get here. It’s time to celebrate, and what better way than 

escaping from gloomy winter weather than treating yourself to a stay in the vibrant island of St. Martin. The 

distinctive feel of St. Martin is a collaboration of two cultures. The French and the Dutch have created a unique 

vibe set in indulgent white sands and the sapphire blue water of the 

Caribbean. Spectacular scenic views, incredible local cuisine, and 

spontaneous nightlife create a paradise that encourages you to 

recapture a sense of well-being by enjoying your favorite activities in 

luxury and style.  

 

Beachfront Holiday Villas 
St. Martin villas are as individual as your personality. They are located 

essentially in the Lowlands or Orient Bay, perfectly situated for any 

activity you have planned. Whether you brought family, friends, or imagined a romantic get-away, you will not be 

disappointed in the week ahead. Waking to the trade-wind inspired weather, sure to bring another 80-degree day, 

you’ll sip your coffee and enjoy a panoramic view of the ocean from your balcony. Notice the catamarans, 

sailboats, and fishing boats are already out there beckoning. You are suddenly moved to experience a dive tour on 

a catamaran headed to ideal locations for spotting tropical fish among the coral and caves complete with a picnic 

lunch. 

                                                        Adventure and Activities 
Throughout the week you will rush headlong to explore nature by zipline 

or horseback. Bicycle tours and quad trails can familiarize you with the 

history of traditional architecture and inviting landscapes. Water sports 

activities tempt you with choices between surfing, windsurfing, 

wakeboarding, jets skiing, sea scootering, kitesurfing, waterskiing, 

kayaking, sailing and deep-sea fishing, and even extreme sports. 

Peak Season Event 
Reserve time for Tuesday’s in Grand-Case where 60 craft and art stalls 

shut down the main street for foot traffic and shopping for handmade local items from clothing to jewelry. This is 
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the culinary capital of the island and you will find the most remarkable local cuisine. Shopping the rest of the week 

can be done at Marigot for a duty-free adventure at eclectic boutiques. 

Where’s the Beach? 
During this blur of activity, you will have found yourself hopping from many of the 37 beaches in St. Martin. The 

beaches of Marigot have a resort feel with ideal swimming conditions on the bay side while covered in shaded 

palms and nearby hotels on the lagoon side. If you arrived by boat, this was your introduction to the island. Your 

perfect picnic spot was likely Grand Ilet, in the middle of Simpson Bay Lagoon, accessible only by boat and ideal for 

your dive trip. Orient Bay is the largest and most popular beach, boasting the most amenities, beach restaurants, 

hotels, shops, and watersports. This just happens to be where your St. Martin luxury villa is settled. 

                  

Start making your plans now by finding the best St. Martin villa right here. 
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